Abstract. We have studied the flow of plasma past Io using a time dependent, three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulation. In addition to observing the "Alfv•n wing", a standing Affv•n wave perturbation expected from analytic theory, we have found that the other MHD modes contribute important perturbations. In particular, standing slow mode perturbations also are present in the flow.
Introduction
The interaction of Io, Jupiter's innermost Galilean satellire, with the Io torus plasma, has long been a subject In this paper we present results from a three-dimensional MHD simulation of the flow of the torus plasma past Io. MHD simulations have been used previously to model the interaction of the solar wind with the earth's magnetosphere [e.g., Leboeuf et 
Description of the Simulation
The details of the numerical techniques used in our simulation are discussed by Linker [1987] and will be presented in a forthcoming paper; here we briefly outline the simulation model. We solve the following form of the norrealized MHD equations: We have found that a fast mode perturbation is present in our simulations, in addition to the slow and Alfv•n perturbations. The fast mode perturbation is most readily seen by examining the total (plasma plus magnetic) pressure. These results will be shown in a forthcoming paper.
The simulation results we have presented here neglect the important effects that the creation of new ions could have on the flow near Io (often referred to as mass loading). Simulation results that include mass loading will also be described in future papers.
